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Water Resources

In 2021, the total annual ow in the basins of the Amu 
3Darya and the Syr Darya was 98.49 km  or 84% of ave-

rage long-term ow. 

Amu Darya Basin 

The annual ow in the basin, including the Amu Darya 
River and its tributaries plus the Zarafshan River, was 

3 366.4 km , including 52.1 km  in the Amu Darya River (at 
the nominal Kerki section located upstream of the 
Garagumdarya River). The water content of the Amu 
Darya at this monitoring section was: 71% of the norm 
in the rst quarter; 88% in the growing season; and, 
71% in the rst half of the non-growing season 2021-
2022. 

stBy the 1  of January 2021, the Nurek and Tuyamuyun 
3reservoirs accumulated 12.37 km  of water in total. 

Syr Darya Basin 

The annual ow in the basin, including the Naryn, Ka-
3radarya, Chirchik and small rivers, reached 32.09 km , 

3of which 19.12 km  in the Syr Darya River (estimated 
by inow into three reservoirs – Toktogul, Andizhan, 
and Charvak). 

stBy the 1  of January 2021, the total water storage by 
3reservoirs in the basin was 25.93 km , including 

313.56 km  in the key reservoirs in the ow formation 
zone. 

Operation of Reservoir Hydrosystems

3The annual inow into the Nurek reservoir was 19.26 km , 
3including 15.47 km  or 80% over the growing season. Wa-

3ter releases from the reservoir amounted to 19.03 km / 
3year, of which 11.83 km  or 62% of annual ow was dis-

charged during the growing season. 

5Because of insufcient ow from the Panj River , the 
annual inow into the Tuyamuyun reservoir was 

319.71 km . This inow was lower than the forecast by 
3 37.75 km  and 5.4 km  less for the growing season. An-

3nual water releases from the reservoir were 18.25 km  
or 74% of the value set in the schedule of the BWO Amu 
Darya. Accordingly, in the growing season the dischar-

3ge of water from the reservoir made up 13.18 km  or 
74%. 

The annual inow into the Toktogul reservoir located 
3 3on the Naryn River was 11.59 km , including 8.76 km  

(76%) over the growing season. Annual water relea-

3ses from the reservoir amounted to 13.71 km , and 
3only 5.17 km  (38%) were discharged from the reser-

voir during the growing season. Such re-distribution of 
ow led to emptying of the Toktogul reservoir from 

312.24 to 10.1 km  in the course of the year. 

Water Allocation and Shortage 

Amu Darya Basin  

In 2021, given the established limit of water with-
3drawal from the Amu Darya Basin at 55.45 km , ac-

3 3tually 45.14 km  (31.38 km  during the growing season) 
were diverted. In total, 81% of annual water limit was 
used. 79% of the established water withdrawal limit 

3or  39.67 km  was used during the growing season. The 
following situation was observed at country level:

n Tajikistan 3 – given the water limit of 9.84 km , the 
3actual water withdrawal was 8.97 km  or 91.2%;

n Turkmenistan 3 – given the water limit of 22.05 km , 
3the actual water withdrawal was 18.83 km  or 

85.4%;

n Uzbekistan 3 – given the water limit of 23.57 km , the 
3actual water withdrawal was 17.34 km  or 73.6%. 

5
  Lower flow along the Panj River is possibly explained by increased water diversion by Afghanistan, improper accounting of water along the 

main course of the Amu Darya or inaccurate evaluation of river water losses. The exact causes of such lowering need thorough examination.

2.1.   Water-Related Situation in the Amu Darya
and the Syr Darya River Basins
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During the growing season, the shortage of water in 

the river reach from the Nurek HPP to the Tuyamuyun 

reservoir was estimated at 10% in Tajikistan, 9% in Turk-

menistan, and 18% in Uzbekistan. Turkmenistan and 

Uzbekistan has received 32% and 37% less water than 

required, respectively, in the reach from the Tuyamu-

yun hydroscheme to the Samanbay post. Increased 

shortage of water the river during the growing season 

is explained largely by failure to ensure uniform distri-

bution of water over the territory. 
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Syr Darya Basin 

The total water withdrawal in the Syr Darya Basin 
3 3amounted to 13.96 km , including 9.95 km  or 84% of 

3the established limit (11.85 km ) of water withdrawal 
into canals during the growing season. No water was 
discharged from the Syr Darya into Arnasay. The wa-
ter allocation plan of BWO Syr Darya was fullled by 
87% on average. In the reach from the Toktogul reser-
voir to the Chardara reservoir, Tajikistan under-recei-
ved 22% of water, Kyrgyzstan – 42%, and Kazakhstan 
and Uzbekistan – 23% and 14%, respectively. The lar-
ger water shortage in Kyrgyzstan is explained by the 
fact that the allocated water limit/quota exceeded 
the country’s actual water needs.  

Inow into the Aral Sea Region

According to the data of the Kazakhstan’s Commit-
tee for Water Resources, in 2021, inow into the Nor-

3thern Aral Sea from the Syr Darya was 1.2 km , and 
30.18 km  were discharged from the Northern Sea into 

the Large Aral Sea (Eastern part).  

Based on SIC's estimates, the South Aral region should 
3receive 8 km  of water from the Amu Darya in avera-

3ge and wet years and 3.5 km  in dry years. Actually in 
3 32021, 1.6 km  or 20% of 8 km  was delivered to the 

South Aral region. 

River Water Balance Discrepancies

In 2021, the balance discrepancies reached (1) 
3 3 310.53 km  in the Amu Darya: 8.54 km  (6.93 km  in 2020) 

3 3during the growing season, and 1.99 km  (2.49 km  in 
32020) during the non-growing season; (2) 4.31 km  in 

3 3the Syr Darya: 0.84 km  – growing season, and 3.47 km  
– non-growing season. Thus, overall, the river water 
balance discrepancy decreased by 26% as compa-

3red to the previous year (5.85 km ). 

Meeting the Demands

The table below shows how water demands for the 
growing season were met among the CA countries. 

Section 2. Water-Related Situation in the Aral Sea Basin

CA countries

Kyrgyzstan

Kazakhstan

Meeting water demands in
growing season, %

Amu Darya Syr Darya

– 77

– 59

Tajikistan 90

Turkmenistan 84 –

Uzbekistan 71 86

78

Source: SIC ICWC using the data from BWO AmuDarya 
and BWO SyrDarya

2.2.   Large Aral Sea and the Amu Darya Delta

In 2021, SIC ICWC continued monitoring changes in 
the water surface area of the Eastern and Western 
parts of the Large Aral Sea (LAS) as well as the lake 
systems of the Amu Darya delta through Landsat 8 
OLI images (http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/moni 
toring_amu.htm).

New Methodology 

From 2012 to 2019, for identication of sea’s water sur-
face and wetland areas, the satellite data were digi-
tized manually, with following comparison of NDVI 
(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index). Since 2019, 
SIC ICWC has been applying a new improved metho-
dology for interpretation of satellite imagery through 
the supervised pixel classication (AWEI, Automated 
Water Extraction Index). At the beginning of 2022, it 
was decided to come back to using NDVI but with the 

rened threshold values. The principles of the past and 
new approaches are shown below so that the user 
could correctly interpret and compare multitemporal 
data.

Until 2022, the total area of a water body was deter-
mined as the sum of open water surface and wetland 
areas. However, the problem of detecting wetlands, 
i.e. the possibility to distinguish them from dry land 
remained unsolved. Therefore, since 2022, the rened 
threshold values of NDVI have been used to identify 
three surface categories: 1) open water surface, 2) 
wetland, 3) dryland. Description and threshold values 
for those categories are given in the Table below. For 
classication of water sites the following threshold 
values were chosen for NDVI from analysis: < -0.001 
for open water; -0.001÷0.05 for wetland; and, > 0.05 
for other land surfaces. 

Surface category Description NDVI threshold values

1. Open water surface
water depth 5-25 cm,  depending on the rise 

or fall of water
< -0.001

2. Wetland water depth of up to 5 cm, wet and moist soil -0.001÷0.05

3. Dryland
all other land surfaces, except for open water 

and wetlands
> 0.05

http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
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By present, the information for 2021 and 2022 on  has been updated http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/index.htm
using the improved methodology. In this context, differences can be found when making comparison with the 
data for the past years.

6
  Source: BWO Amu Darya

7
  Source: Aral Sea Region Delta Administration at the Ministry of Water Management of Karakalpakstan

Figure 1. Satellite images of Western and Eastern parts of the Large Aral Sea,
Landsat 8 OLI (2021 год)
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2.2.1.  Water Supply to the Amu Darya Delta and the Large Aral Sea

Water Supply to the Amu Darya Delta 

The analysis of water-related situation in the Amu Darya Basin (based on the data of BWO Amu Darya) shows that 
3 6in 2021, 1,604 Mm  of water (ow from the river and water discharged from canals and collecting drains)  actually 

3reached the Amu Darya delta. This is by 1,089 Mm  lower than in 2020. 

3Dynamics of total water supply to the Amu Darya delta in 2021, Mm
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Flow from the Main South-Karakalpak collecting drain to the exposed bed 
of the Large Aral Sea  

3Bypassing the Amu Darya Delta, 467.35 Mm  of collector-drainage water owed towards the exposed bed of the 
7 3Large Aral Sea from the Main South-Karakalpak (Right-bank) collecting drain (Table 1) . This is almost 100 Mm  

3more than in 2020 (369 Mm ).

Table 1. Flow from the Main South-Karakalpak collecting drain to the exposed bed 
3                 of the Large Aral Sea in 2021, Mm

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YEAR

28.5 31.5 62.6 47.5 46.0 46.0 37.5 30.5 34.0 39.5 34.0 29.8 467.4

http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/index.htm
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_april_2021_ru.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_may_2021_ru.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_june_2021_ru.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_july_2021_ru.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_august_2021_ru.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_september_2021_ru.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/pdf/south_prearalie_monitoring_october_2021_ru.pdf
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8
  In 2021, inflow into LAS from the Amu Darya delta equaled zero

9
  Source: Committee for Water Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan

10
  Source: Aral Sea Region Delta Administration at the Ministry of Water Management of Karakalpakstan

11
  Source: SIC ICWC using the GIS data derived from Landsat 8 OLI images, http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm

Total inow into the Large Aral Sea

In 2021, as compared to 2020, the inow into the Large 

Aral Sea (LAS) decreased: (1) from the Amu Darya del-
8ta , including collector-drainage water from the Main 

3South Karakalpak collecting drain – by 129.35 Mm ,

3making up 467.35 Mm ; (2) from the Northern Aral Sea 
3(NAS) – from 1003 to as low as 183 Mm  (Table 2). The 

total amount of water discharge into LAS decreased 
32.4 times from 1,600 (2020) to 650.35 km  (2021). Water 

owing from NAS is partially accumulated in Eastern 
part, reaches Western part of LAS, and is partially lost 
through evaporation and inltration.

3Table 2. Total inflow into LAS, Mm

Year

9Northern Aral Sea South Aral Region

Total discharge 
into LAS

Total inow into NAS
from the Syr Darya,

Karateren post

Discharge from NAS
into LAS

Total inow into the
Amu Darya Delta

Discharge from the
Amu Darya Delta into

LAS, including ow
from Main South

10Karakalpak coll.drain

2020 1,822 1,003 2,693 597 1,600

2021 1,196.88 183 1,604 467.35 650.35

2.2.2.  Open Water Surface and Wetlands in Eastern
and Western Parts of the Large Aral Sea

As monitoring and GIS data for 2021 shows, (1) from 
April to September, the water surface area in Western 
part of LAS shrank insignicantly from 231.1 to 222.1 
thousand ha, while the wetland area decreased 
dramatically (from 60.7 to 0.2 thousand ha), and the 
area of the rest part increased 1.26 times (from 314 to 

269.6 thousand ha); (2) the water surface area in 
Eastern part of LAS was within 0.017-0.019 in May and 
September and 0.67 in July. The wetland area 
increased almost twofold (from 5.78 to 11.97 thousand 
ha) and abruptly shrank to 0.003 thousand ha by 
September (Table 3).

Table 3. The area of wetlands, open water surfaces and dryland*
11in the Western and Eastern parts of LAS, 2021

Month Feb 21 Apr 10 May 12 Jun 29 Jul 31 Aug 16 Sep 17 Oct 3

Western part of the Large Aral Sea, ha 

Total area 561,350**

Wetland clouds 60,683 6,754.3 3,220.9 2,960 200.07 202.9 clouds

Water surface clouds 231,073 231,147.7 231,182.7 226,671.66 224,157.6 222,136 clouds

Dryland* clouds 269,593.4 323,448.2 326,946.6 331,718 336,992.6 339,011.3 clouds

Eastern part of the Large Aral Sea, ha 

Total area 1496824**

Wetland clouds clouds 5,778.63 clouds 11,966 144.81 2.97 clouds

Water surface clouds clouds 17.01 clouds 668.88 141.39 19.35 clouds

Dryland* clouds clouds 1,491,028 clouds 1,484,189 1,496,538 1,496,802 clouds

* bare soil, rare or dense vegetation

** taken as control as of 2016 (Monograph “Aral Sea and the Aral Sea Region”. UNESCO, “Complex Print”, Tashkent 2020, 
http://cawater-info.net/library/rus/aral-sic-icwc-2020.pdf)

http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
http://cawater-info.net/library/rus/aral-sic-icwc-2020.pdf
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12
  Source: Source: SIC ICWC using the GIS data derived from Landsat 8 OLI images, http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm

2.2.3.  Lake Systems of the Amu Darya Delta

http://cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000374223
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13
  Monograph “Aral Sea and the Aral Region”. UNESCO, “Complex Print”, Tashkent 2020, 

http://cawater-info.net/library/rus/aral-sic-icwc-2020.pdf, стр.91-92
14 3  According to SIC’s research estimations, the South Aral region should receive 8 km  of water from the Amu Darya in average and wet years 

3(in terms of flow) and 3.5 km  in dry years (like in 2020), http://cawater-info.net/biblio/Publicationview.php?KodItem=1179
15

  Source: Aral Sea Region Delta Administration at the Ministry of Water Management of Karakalpakstan

Lake systems of the Amu Darya delta are comprised 
of small local water bodies in the South Aral region. 
Overall, as compared to 2020, the hydrological situa-
tion in the South Aral region changed for the worse in 
2021. The actual water area of the lake systems ac-
counted for 10 (February) to 2.5% (October) of the 

13design area (353,644 ha) . The open water surface 
area of the lake systems shrank from 34.9 to 8.1 thou-
sand ha in the period of February to October, while 
the area of wetlands decreased from 4.1 to 0.049 ha 

3(Table 4). The supply of 1,604 Mm  of water to the Amu

14Darya delta does not provide necessary conditions  

for shery and ecosystem in such lakes as Sudoche, 

Rybache, Muynak and Djiltirbas. The reason is the 

lack of a special plan for lling of the lakes with water 

and the failure to control this process.

The decreased supply of water to the delta of Amu 

Darya (Figure 2) during the growing season leads to 

lower inow of collector-drainage water into local 

water bodies in the South Aral region (Table 5).

15 3Table 5. Inflow into local lakes in South Aral region during 2021 , Mm

Lake
Monthly inow into lake Total over 

2021I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

Sudoche 17.31 17.33 20.12 17.88 15.27 14.84 16.92 17.48 17.88 27.21 18.54 14.57 215.35

Mejdureche 58.1 54.18 56.85 35.52 47.42 36.99 21.92 28.81 17.99 56.63 37.55 22.97 474.93

Djiltyrbas 10.61 11.79 31.55 32.34 17.21 17.27 15.43 11.39 15.14 38.94 16.26 11.1 229.03

Conclusion

Dynamics of water surface and wetland area in LAS 

and South Aral Region in 2021 indicates to the 

complicated hydrological situation due to variations 

in water availability in the course of the year. The 

water surface area of lakes was unstable. In this 

context, more targeted measures are needed to 

provide sustainably the right quantity of water for 

environmental needs of the Aral Sea region and the

sea itself. Those are: to complete construction of the 
deltaic infrastructure in the Amu Darya delta, inclu-
ding the Mejdureche reservoir and the system of 
lakes to make use of collector-drainage water from 
the Ozerniy collecting drain; to improve performance 
of BWO Amu Darya and other basin authorities in 
lower reaches; to identify water level patterns in the 
lake systems; and, to develop the system of integra-
ted monitoring combined with application of RS-
measurements in the Aral Sea region and the Aral 
Sea.

2.3.   Status of Water Bodies in the South Aral Region

Experts of SIC ICWC set up the expedition from June 

10 to July 18 to assess the state of lake systems, such as 

Sudoche, Djiltyrbas, Muynak, Rybache, and other 

water bodies in the South Aral Region (Fig.3). They 

also checked the operation of gauging stations 

reconstructed by the “CAWa – Central Asian Water” 

Project in 2011. The expedition’s route extended to 

about 2,500 km. The expedition covered by observa-

tion 80 points in total, including 59 points around/ 

inside water bodies and 21 points at hydraulic struc-

tures. 

Key ndings

The recent measures taken in the Aral Sea Region to 

create water bodies, construct dams, ensure sound 

water use, and develop sheries had been gradually 

contributing to stable water supply and better en-

vironmental and socio-economic situation in the 

South Aral.    

The tasks still to be solved include the following:      

1. Ensure sustainable water supply to the South Aral 

region. The water surface area of lake systems in the 

Amu Darya delta and the South Aral region has been 

shrinking every year (Fig. 4). Currently, water for envi-

ronmental needs is provided residually: partially from 

collector-drainage water and a small amount of river 

runoff left after meeting the demands of irrigated 

agriculture. Recently, due to recurrent drought, ow 

to the Amu Darya delta has decreased. This prevents 

from providing the minimum amount of water 
3(3.5 km ) as a sanitary ow (Fig. 5). Therefore, it is ne-

cessary to raise priority of the ecosystem demand, 

http://cawater-info.net/library/rus/aral-sic-icwc-2020.pdf
http://cawater-info.net/biblio/Publicationview.php?KodItem=1179


Figure 3. Schematic map of water bodies in the South Aral Region
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Figure 4. Dynamics of water surface area in the key water bodies 
in South Aral region

Source: http://www.cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm

y = -3,207.4x + 33,913
2R  = 0.7846

Djiltyrbas

Muynak

Rybache
Sudoche

ensure sustainability of water supply, and mobilize 

additional sources of water. 

2. Put the primary focus on better water accounting 

and modernize and rehabilitate gauging stations. At 

present, accounting of water losses along main 

watercourses (rivers, canals and collecting drains) is 

very rough. As explained by the Delta’s Dike Admi-

nistration, if a canal or a river is 200 km long then water 

losses were taken equal approximately 20%. Most 

gauging stations reconstructed in 2011 under the 

CAWa Project for measurement of water level and 

ow rates in canals, collecting drains and water 

bodies in the Aral Sea region need to be modernized 

and rehabilitated. Some of gauging stations are out 

of service, some have no gauge-rods or the latter are 

not xed. Thus, it is recommended also to recover 

canal and collecting drain sections to design 

parameters, make control measurements of water 

level and speed to update Q=f(h) curve, equip the 

gauging stations with automatic sensors for trouble-

free data transmission, and provide monitoring 
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Shematic map of water bodies of Priaralie

http://www.cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
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y = -2,298.8x + 10,327
2R  = 0.4852
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Figure 5. Inflow into the Amu Darya delta over a hydrological year

16
  Pasturable fish culture is the production of fish from spawning to young fry under artificial conditions and the following fry stocking in open 

waters through natural feeding base
17

  Decree No.965-f of 16.11.2018 by the Cabinet of Ministers of Uzbekistan

services with modern technologies (with bringing 

staff back).

3. Create favorable conditions for attracting staff 

and stable nancing in improved delta manage-

ment. There is signicant shortage of personnel and 

nancial resources. In 2021, the Delta Authority of the 

Aral Sea Region reduced its stafng almost twice.   

4. Bring uncontrolled waterfowl hunting, bush cutting 

and dry reed burning to regulation.  Herders set re to 

reeds to track livestock and expand areas for 

pastures. However, spontaneously spreading res 

damage ora and fauna. Thus, it is necessary to 

regulate and control burning of dried reeds by setting 

allowable places and time. RS and drones would also 

help to identify potentially hazardous places and 

scale of re on wetlands. Awareness of the local 

population should be also raised to prevent res. 

Unauthorized hunting and shing in nature reserves 

must be strictly prohibited, while nature reserve 

protection inspectors should get more power, 

particularly in part of making those who violate the 

laws on forest and protected natural land accoun-

table. 

5. Mobilize the untapped resource of pasturable sh 

culture to have sustainable revenues and improved 

status of water bodies. The water bodies in South Aral 
16region can serve a base for pasturable sh culture . 

Bearing in mind the extended areas of water bodies, 

that resource could offer great opportunities. Suc-

cess of pasturable sh culture will depend largely on 

the arrangement of nurseries for reproduction of 

baby sh inhabiting these environments. 

6. Develop tourism on the Ustyurt Plateau and the 

coastal strip of Sudoche and treat the regional nature 

17and history with care. The Roadmap  for implemen-

tation of initiatives voiced by the President of Uzbeki-

stan at the Summit of IFAS founding states included 

the task for arrangement of a tourist center around 

Sudoche Lake. In this context, it is necessary to re-start 

developing relevant design documentation and 

think on mobilization of investments and grants. In 

doing this, it is necessary to preserve the historical 

appearance of the shing village of Urga used to be 

a hive of shermen activity more than half a century 

ago. Here, one can make use of the touristic 

experience in the Hula nature reserve (northern 

Israel), where visitors can watch water birds from an 

observation tower, and the Rhön biosphere reserve 

(Germany), with foot paths to enjoy wetland land-

scapes. The therapeutic potential of saline waters of 

the Aral Sea region is left unused also. Therefore, the 

hydrochemical composition of these saline waters 

(e.g. in the eastern part, Djiltyrbas lake, where the 

salinity is higher than 120 dS/m) should be thoroughly 

examined for health resort development.  

7. Maintain constant monitoring over the state of wa-

ter bodies in the South Aral Region through the com-

bination of ground- and RS-based data. The existing 

monitoring system does not track all changes in the 

state of water bodies in such a vast area due to lack 

of accurate maps and weak network of operational 

observation points and ground-based stations, 

including meteorological ones. The RS-data can 

partially solve these problems. 

SIC’s experts make monthly assessments of water 

surface and wetland areas in the South Aral Region 

and the Western and Eastern parts of the Aral Sea 

through satellite images.

These data are uploaded every month to the SIC’s 

website (www.cawater-info.net/aral/data/monito 

Source: BWO Amu Darya

http://www.cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
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  KAZGIDROMET. Newsletter about transboundary transfer of toxic components in environment over 2020. Nur-Sultan,  2020, 

www.kazhydromet.kz/uploads/files/39/file/600aabe6ad292byulleten-tg-perenos-2020-god-rus-iyaf.pdf

2.4.   Northern Aral Sea and the Aral Sea Region

Thanks to the work done under the Syr Darya Control 

& Northern Aral Sea (NAS) Project, in 2010, the water 
3volume in NAS was 27.35 km  at the water level of 

241.15 m BS, with the water area reaching 3,340 km . 

The water salinity was within 11 g/l. 

However, since 2010, the catastrophic regression of 

the Northern Aral Sea has been observed.  From 2015 

to 2021, the water volume decreased from 25.1 to 20 
3billion m  due to reduced inow caused by natural-

climatic conditions and growing water use. Thus, in 
32021, the inow amounted to 943 million m  only.

From 2010 to 2019, the mean inow into NAS was 
3about 5.6 billion m  (as per Karateren gauging sta-

3tion), of which 2.5-3.0 billion m  were left directly in 

NAS for maintenance of this water body. 

In 2012, over 330 thousand ha of wetlands in the lower 

reaches of the Syr Darya River and within NAS were 

enlisted in the List of protected sites of the Convention 

on Wetlands of International Importance Especially 

as Waterfowl Habitat (Ramsar Convention).

The lake systems and wetlands in the Syr Darya lower 
3reaches consume about 1.5 billion m  out of required 

33.0 billion m . The expected decrease in water resour-

ces in the basin and further growing anthropogenic 

load may lead to disappearance of the wetlands 

protected by the Ramsar Convention and to repea-

ted degradation of NAS. 

In the future in the Kazakhstan part of the Aral Sea 

region, if NAS continues to regress and given the hyd-

rological link between surface water and ground-

water, usable groundwater resources in Tolagay 

aquifer may deplete also.

This would compromise safe water supplies for 65 

settlements in Aralsk and Kazalinsk districts (with 

population of about 160 thousand). Thus, a strategic 

environmental assessment needs to be done in this 

direction, in line with the national Environmental 

Code, Article 52. 

It should be taken into account that recently Tur-

kestan province has seen an increase in the demand 

for water from the Syr Darya River, including also 

through the development of the tourism cluster. 

By the end of 2020, according to the "Single system of 

water quality classication for water bodies in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan", the Syr Darya River (at Kok-

bulak village site – 10.5 km to the north, north-west of 

the post) was evaluated as follows:  water quality falls 
3to Class 4 (suspended solids – 125.62 mg/dm , mag-

3 3nesium – 42.79 mg/dm , sulfates – 510.25 mg/dm , 
3phenols – 0.0015 mg/dm ); concentration of magne-

sium and phenols did not exceed the baseline; 

concentration of sulfates and suspended solids 
18exceeded the baseline.  

In 2018-2020, as part of the "Phytomelioration on the 

Kazakhstan’s dried part of the Aral Sea" Project and 

together with the Republic of South Korea, saxaul was 

planted on an area of 13 thousand ha.

At the expense of Kyzylorda province budget, 5 

thousand ha are afforested every year. In 2020, forest 

was planted on more than 300 thousand ha in the 

Kazakhstan part of the dried seabed of the Aral Sea.  

Source: ED IFAS in Kazakhstan

ring_amu.htm). The materials (data matrix with 

description of 80 GPS points) of this expedition were 

used to improve the methodology for determining 

areas of water bodies and wetlands.  

The expedition’s report is available on http://www.ca 

water-info.net/library/rus/aralsea_monitoring_2021_ 

ru.pdf

http://www.cawater-info.net/aral/data/monitoring_amu.htm
http://www.cawater-info.net/library/rus/aralsea_monitoring_2021_ru.pdf
http://www.cawater-info.net/library/rus/aralsea_monitoring_2021_ru.pdf
http://www.cawater-info.net/library/rus/aralsea_monitoring_2021_ru.pdf
http://www.kazhydromet.kz/uploads/files/39/file/600aabe6ad292byulleten-tg-perenos-2020-god-rus-iyaf.pdf
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Section 2. Water-Related Situation in the Aral Sea Basin

Table 6. Status of NAS from 2010 to December 29, 2021

Year
Volume

3(km )
Area

2(km )
Inow

3(Mm )
Water level

(m BS)
Salinity 

(g/l)

2010 27.35 3,340 4,141 41.15 11

2011 25.82 3,197 1,174 41.59 10

2012 25.70 3,244 2,583 41.80 10

2013 24.43 3,240 1,682 41.78 10

2014 24.84 3,292 2,564 41.99 10

2015 25.09 3,246 3,090 41.90 10

2016 24.88 3,245 2,319 41.81 10

2017 24.70 3,333 2,546 42.13 10

2018 22.79 3,220 1,028 41.69 10

2019 25.09 3,246 2,869 41.90 10

2020 23.60 3,344 317 42.16 10

2021 20.04 3,123 943 41.25

Source: Data of ED IFAS analyzed together with the Aralo-Syrdarya Basin Inspection (letter No.18-9-02-10/817 of 27.12.2021)






